FREE DANCE JUDGING FORM
ADULT 21+ AND ADULT 50+ PRE-BRONZE
Circle one: Adult 21+ (21PBFD) or Adult 50+ (50PBFD)

Candidate’s Name

Member #

Candidate’s Club
2nd Candidate’s Name
2nd Candidate’s Club
Host Club

Member #
Date

The adult 21+ and adult 50+ pre-bronze free dance tests serve as an introduction to the fundamentals of free dance.
The free dance should incorporate a variety of holds, steps and turns from the preliminary and pre-bronze pattern dance
tests. Original dance holds and maneuvers are permitted. General requirements outlined for the preliminary pattern
dance test apply equally to the adult 21+ and adult 50+ pre-bronze free dance tests. The couple must demonstrate a
basic knowledge of the following two required elements, as specified in rule 8351:

STEP SEQUENCE

SPIN

REQUIRED ELEMENTS

EXECUTED

COMMENTS

One dance spin
hold and position optional, with a
minimum of two revolutions, either one
or both partners may be on two feet
One step sequence
in dance hold chosen from circular,
midline or diagonal and covering at
least one-half of the ice surface
The sequence should include a variety
of steps and turns and must include
three-turns and mohawks executed by
both partners

Duration: not to exceed 1:40 Program duration in excess and/or inclusion of illegal
element(s) (rule 8098), no deduction(s) but please note in ‘COMMENTS’.

RESULT

The entire test will be marked on a “pass” or “retry” basis only, and individual marks will not
be awarded. The “pass” or “retry” will be arrived at by consideration of the composite of each
element in relation to the whole.

RETRY

PASS

-- Extra elements may be added without penalty.
-- Two different elements may be reskated, if necessary.

Judge’s Signature
Judging Panel
Required

Name

Mbr #

Three-Judge Panel
(test result determined by majority)

Single-Judge Panel

Three bronze or higher rank dance test judges

One silver or higher rank dance test judge
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